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Abstract
Recently, a moderate amount of work has been reported on the use of overlay networks to support value-added network services, such as multicasting, Quality of
Service (QoS), security, etc. To design an overlay network, the first step is to choose
an overlay topology connecting all the overlay service nodes. When considering
overlay topologies, several questions need to be answered first: How overlay topologies affect overlay routing performance? Which topologies can provide satisfactory
performance? How can we construct efficient overlay topologies connecting all the
overlay nodes?
In this paper, we focus on the overlay network topology construction issue. First,
we evaluate and compare the performance and overhead of the existing overlay
topologies. Second, we formalize the overlay topology construction problem and
propose two new heuristic methods to construct efficient overlay topologies. Simulation results have demonstrated the efficiency of the two proposed approaches. It is
shown that overlay service performance varies significantly with respect to different
overlay topologies. Thus, it is important to choose an appropriate overlay network
topology. The knowledge of IP-layer topology information also benefits significantly
in constructing efficient overlay topologies as inferred from the results.
Key words: Overlay Service Network, Overlay Routing, Overlay Topology,
Resilient Overlay Service Network
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Introduction

Application-layer overlay technique is an effective way to support new applications as well as protocols without any changes in the underlying network
infrastructure. For example, Qbone[4] and Mbone[16] utilize overlay technique
to support Quality-of-Service (QoS) and multicast services, respectively, on
top of the existing Internet infrastructure.
An overlay network is formed by a subset of underlying physical nodes. The
connections between each pair of overlay nodes are provided by overlay links
(IP-layer paths), each of which is usually composed of one or more IP-layer
links. As the overlay applications are usually built at the application layer, it
can effectively use the Internet as a lower level infrastructure to provide advanced services to end users, such as peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing[1], overlay
multicasting[13,12,19,34], resilient overlay network (RON)[6], service overlay
network (SON)[15], Quality-of-Service (QRON[21], OverQoS[31]), overlay media streaming[7], etc. An OSN (Overlay Service Network) includes a set of
random nodes from different locations of Internet or a group of fixed overlay
nodes strategically placed by a third party. In the latter case, the third party
can purchase access service for the overlay nodes from one or more different
Internet Service Providers (ISPs). These overlay nodes cooperate with each
other to provide an overlay service platform, on top of which a variety of
application-specific overlays can be constructed, such as multicast overlays,
anycast overlays, and end-to-end QoS-aware overlays.
Since different overlays may share IP-layer links with each other or other Internet applications, overlay service nodes usually cannot directly control the
underlying IP-layer path resources. Up-to-date overlay link performance information can only be obtained through measurements. With the increase in
the number of overlay links, the overlay performance monitoring overhead increases. As the overlay nodes are connected via IP-layer paths (overlay links),
theoretically, there exits an overlay link connecting each pair of overlay nodes.
Different selections of overlay links (topologies) will affect the overlay service
quality and monitoring overhead. A richly connected overlay network composed of high quality paths is necessary for overlay applications to quickly
react to performance fluctuation, concurrent multiple path routing, or perform application-specific paths selection.
To connect all the overlay nodes, we have many candidate topologies. For example, we can use several minimum spanning trees to connect all the overlay
nodes [33]. We can also leverage the underlying topology information to construct overlay topologies. Alternatively, we can use a full mesh or a random
topology to connect all the overlay nodes as in RON [6] and end-system multicast[13]. Even though a moderate amount of research work has been done on
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overlay service networks, few work has been dedicated to the overlay network
topology issue. How will different topologies affect the service performance of
overlay networks? Does the performance of overlay routing protocols differ a
lot with respect to various overlay topologies? Can any other overlay topologies provide better overlay services? These are some of the questions that have
motivated the work of this paper.
In this paper, we focus on the topology design issue for overlay service networks. This type of overlay networks are designed to provide service platform
for other application-specific overlays (multicast, etc.). The main function is to
provide resilient (or QoS-satisfied) routing service between each pair of overlay nodes. We use resilient overlay routing service as an example to evaluate
and explore the impact of different overlay topologies on overlay networks service performance. We believe the same methods can also be applied for other
application-specific overlay networks, such as content distribution networks,
media streaming overlay services, end system multicasts, etc.
After generalizing and analyzing exsiting overlay topologies, we formalize
the overlay service network topology construction problem and propose two
heuristic methods to construct efficient overlay topologies. By utilizing IPlayer information and maximizing the number of IP-layer disjoint paths, these
two algorithms can effectively facilitate overlay routing networks to achieve
fault tolerance with less routing overhead. Using several other overlay network
topologies, such as K-spanning tree, mesh-tree, adjacent connection, typologyaware K-spanning tree, we perform extensive simulation studies to evaluate
and compare the impact of different overlay topologies on resilient overlay
routing services. The simulations are carried on top of two IP-layer topologies: a random topology generated by GT-ITM [2] and a real ISP topology
published in Rocketfuel[29]. The simulation results have demonstrated that
the topologies have significant impact on the performance of the overlay routing services. In addition, the simulation results also confirmed that the two
proposed approaches can construct efficient overlay service network topologies.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the
resilient overlay service network architecture, base on which we will study the
performance impact of overlay network topologies. The overlay service network topology construction problem is formalized in Section III. The existing
candidate overlay service network topologies are generalized in Section IV.
In Section V, we introduce two new heuristic methods to construct efficient
overlay topologies. In Section V, we perform simulations to study and analyze the different overlay topology construction methods. The related works
are discussed in Section VII. Finally, the conclusions and the future work are
outlined in Section VIII.
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Resilient Overlay Service Network

An overlay service network is composed of a number of specialized overlay
nodes that are located at different locations of the Internet or placed in the
Internet by a third party (termed as Overlay Service Provider, OSP) to provide
generic overlay services support to a variety of applications. Overlay nodes can
be placed either at the edge of a domain or in the core.
Fig. 1 shows an example of overlay service network topology, which is composed of 5 overlay nodes from 3 ASes. The overlay nodes are connected via
overlay links, each of which is an IP-layer path connecting an overlay node
pair. In this example, the overlay nodes are connected together based on a
random topology. From the figure, we observe that some of the overlay links
are overlapped at the physical layer even though they are completely disjoint
at the overlay service layer. This is one of the special characteristics of overlay
networks. In addition, we can see that each of the overlay links is usually composed of several IP-layer links. For an overlay link, other non-overlay traffic
or other overlay links may pass through part of or same group of IP-layer
links. This means that the overlay links’ capacities are not fixed and cannot
be controlled by the overlay nodes. To provide satisfactory service to overlay
users, overlay nodes need to continuously probe the network to obtain the
latest performance of the overlay links.
RON [6] is designed to utilize the Internet path redundancy properties to provide resilient overlay paths. It was shown that the overlay networks provide
overlay paths with better performance by passing through one or more intermediate overlay nodes when the default Internet paths are faulty. RON can
provide application-specific paths for each applications on top of the overlay
service networks, such as delay optimized overlay paths, loss-rate optimized
overlay paths, etc. Resilient overlay routing service can not only be seen as an
4

application-specific overlay built on top of overlay service network, but also
an important module of overlay service networks, on top of which a variety of
application-specific overlays can be built.
Based on the same inference, we can use resilient overlay service networks
to provide resilient routing services to a large group of Internet users. The
resilient routing service networks work as per the following steps.
• By default, the users always use the IP-layer routing service to send data
traffic to destinations.
• When a user realizes that there is a service outage (such as long end-toend delay, or low throughput) in the default IP-layer path, it will send the
subsequent data traffic to its nearest overlay node (source overlay node, the
first on-path overlay node).
• The source overlay node will forward the traffic to the destination overlay
node (the last on-path overlay node) via a fault-free overlay path.
• The destination overlay node will forward the data to the traffic destination.
The goal of overlay topology construction is to provide resilient overlay paths
connecting each pair of overlay nodes under various of IP layer path failures
or under degraded performance conditions. In this paper, we will not get
into the detailed architecture of resilient overlay service networks. We use
it as an example to evaluate the performance of overlay routing protocols for
different overlay topologies. Similar overlay topology construction methods can
also be applied to other overlay service networks, such as content distribution
networks, media streaming service networks, etc.

3

Problem Formulation

In this section, we formalize the overlay topology construction problem. We
assume that the locations of overlay nodes are pre-determined: either formed
by the participant nodes’ locations of overlay service networks or selected by
a third party using some specific overlay nodes location selection methods.
In addition, we assume that the IP layer uses the least-cost based routing
protocols.
The inputs to the problem are listed as follows.
Given:
• IP-layer topology GP (VP , EP ) (VP is the set of nodes while EP is the set of
IP-layer links.).
• A set of overlay nodes VO , which is a subset of VP .
• N is the IP-layer topology size (the total number of VP ).
5

• M is the overlay network size (the total number of overlay nodes, VO ).
• The IP layer topology is represented as EP = (epij ), which is an N*N matrix
representing the IP-layer topology. epij = 1 if there is a link between node i
and j.
• Pijmn is a IP layer path-link indicator, where Pijmn = 1 if the IP layer path
between m and n passing through IP-layer link ij.
The following Variables are necessary for solving this problem
• EO = (eomn ) is an M*M matrix that represents an overlay topology, where
eomn = 1 if there is an overlay link connecting overlay node m and n.
xy
• Qxy
mn is an overlay path-link indicator, where Qmn = 1 if there exists an
overlay path from x to y passes through overlay link mn.
• bxy
ij = 1 if the IP link between i and j is broken, there is no existing overlay
paths subjecting to above constraints that connects overlay node x and y.
Solving this problem is subject to the following Constraints:
• dm , the maximal number of overlay node neighbors each node can have.
P
That is: n eomn ≤ dm .
• hxy , the overlay path length (latency) constraints (in terms of IP-layer hops).
P
P
mn
That is mn Qxy
ij Pij ≤ hxy .
mn
Suppose the IP-layer link failure states are: S1 , S2 , S3 , ..., Sn , each of which will
affect the connectivity (or performance degradation) of some sets of IP layer
links. This will result in the loss of the IP-layer path connectivity between
some pairs of nodes (a subset of Vp ).
The Objective of the topology construction problem can be formalized as
follows:
• Find an overlay topology GO (VO , EO ) (i.e. a set of overlay links, EO ) which
P P P
can achieve M IN ( Sk xy ij )bxy
ij ) subject to above two constraints.
That is, we want to construct an overlay topology with node degree constraint
that can maintain the maximal connectivity between any two overlay nodes
via a distance constraint path under various IP-layer path failures.

4

Existing Overlay Service Network Topologies

To connect all the overlay nodes to form an overlay service network, there
are many possible topologies we can adopt. In this section, we first list and
generalize several overlay topology construction methods that have appeared
6

in the literature. Each of them could be a viable candidate topology for an
overlay service network.

4.1 Full-Mesh (FM)
As overlay service networks run on top of IP-layer network, in normal situation,
there is an IP-layer path connecting each pair of overlay nodes. Thus, each
pair of overlay nodes could be neighbor with each other at overlay layer.
Based on this notion, all the overlay nodes can form a full-mesh topology.
We can easily observe that the computational complexity of this approach is
O(Vo2 ). As mentioned earlier, the overlay nodes cannot directly control and
retrieve the overlay link resource information because the unexpected nonoverlay traffic may pass through the same IP-layer links. To retrieve the overlay
links’ performance and detect path anomalies (such as latency, bandwidth),
the overlay nodes need to continuously send probing packets to neighboring
overlay nodes. RON uses link-state based routing protocol, in which each node
sends its local link state to every other overlay nodes. It was shown that for
an overlay network composed of 50 nodes, each node will have around 33Kbps
routing overhead[6]. Fig. 2 is an example of a full mesh overlay topology. From
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Fig. 2. Full Mesh Overlay topology.

the figure, we can observe that each pair of overlay nodes are neighbors with
each other in the overlay topology. Several overlay links pass through the same
common underlying IP-layer links.
It is easy to see that the full mesh topology does not meet the overlay nodes’
degree constraint. Some protocols (such as end-system multicast [13]) have
used the following method to construct overlay topologies: 1) each overlay
node randomly selects a set of nodes as its candidate overlay neighbors; 2)
Then, it chooses a subset from them as its neighboring nodes subjective to
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node degree constraints based on the path distances. We call this method
as Random Connection (RC). We can see that this method incurs much less
measurement overhead than the full mesh topology and the computational
complexity is less than O(Vo2 ).
4.2 K-Minimum-Spanning-Tree (KMST)
A minimum spanning tree is the lowest cost tree among all the candidate trees
that connect all the nodes. To minimize the state maintenance and overlay link
performance measurement overhead, prior efforts[33] have proposed a network
topology that is composed of K minimum spanning trees in the full mesh
topologies. The K trees have minimal overlaps in the overlay links and compose
an overlay service network topology. The cost of an overlay link is defined
as the number of IP-layer hops the overlay link passes through. K can take
different values based on the different cost-performance tradeoff and node
degree constraints. The computational complexity of this approach is O(K ∗
V + o2 ). Fig. 3 shows a 2-minimum spanning tree overlay topology, in which
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Fig. 3. 2-minimum Spanning Tree Overlay topology.

the dashed lines and solid lines belong to two different spanning trees, which
together compose the overlay topology.
4.3 Mesh-Tree (MT)
Two similar approaches (we called Mesh-Tree approaches) in [22] and [9] have
been proposed to enhance the resilience of the overlay multicast. A MeshTree topology can be constructed as follows: 1) Set up a minimum spanning
tree connecting all the overlay nodes; 2) If two overlay nodes have grandchildgrandparent or uncle-nephew relationship in the minimum spanning tree, there
8

is also an overlay link connecting these two overlay nodes. The computational
complexity of this approach is O(Vo3 ) and has been proved be an efficient
method to provide resilient overlay multicasting service.
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Fig. 4. Mesh-Tree Overlay topology.

Fig. 4 shows an example of MT topology, in which the solid lines compose a
spanning tree and the dash lines are the added mesh links.

4.4 Adjacent-Connection (AC)

Adjacent connection topologies use the knowledge of IP-layer topology for the
overlay topology construction and assume that the overlay nodes can obtain
the IP-layer path information. The overlay topology construction method is: if
no overlay node is directly connected to the nodes on the IP-layer path between
any pair of overlay nodes, there is an overlay link connecting these two overlay
nodes. In [23] and [21], the authors use this method to construct overlay service
topologies. If we only have the IP-layer topology information, the computation
complexity of finding all the paths connecting all the nodes is O(Vp3 ). If the
average number of IP layer paths is h, the computation complexity of this
method is O(Vp3 + h ∗ Vo3 ).
Fig. 5 shows an example of the AC topology. In this example, no overlay node
is on the IP-layer path of the overlay links connecting any other two overlay
nodes.
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Fig. 5. Adjacent Connection Overlay topology.

5

Two Heuristic Approaches

The overlay topology construction’s objective formalized in Section 3 can be
restated as : maximize the overlay network connectivity under various situations of IP link failures (or performance degradation) and overlay node degree
and overlay path distance constraints. Suppose the IP layer network has W
IP links, the total number of failure states (si ) is 2W . This ILP problem can
be reduced to quadratic assignment problem, which is NP-hard and can not
be easily solved for large scale of networks[11].
Based on the problem formulation in Section 3, we can see that the number
of bxy
ij is highly related to the IP-layer path diversity of all the overlay links.
In this section, we are going to propose two heuristic methods to construct
efficient overlay topologies. The basic intention is to maximize the connectivity
between overlay nodes by considering IP-layer path and topology information.

5.1 Heuristic 1 - Topology-aware K Minimum Joint-Spanning Tree (TKMST)
This method uses K minimal spanning trees connecting all the overlay nodes.
However, when considering the disjoint property of two overlay links, we not
only consider the overlay layer but also the IP layer path. We define and vary
the weight of overlay links based on their IP path information. That is, if
two overlay links pass through a common IP-layer link, we also deem them as
overlapped and increase the weight of the overlay links based on the number
of overlapped IP links. Thus, the resulting K spanning trees have the least
overlap with each other at the IP-layer links. Using this method, the overlay
network topology can provide each source-destination pair diverse IP layer
disjoint overlay paths.
10

The algorithm is formalized as shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1
1. Connect all the overlay nodes into a temporary full-mesh topology GT O .
2. Initialize each overlay links’ weight in GT O as the number of hops the
corresponding IP path passes by.
3. Initialize the resulting overlay topology GO with 0 overlay link.
4. Initialize the node degree constraint as di
5. Find a minimal spanning tree connecting all the overlay nodes based on GT O
subjective to each overlay node’s degree constraint.
6. For each of the overlay links the spanning tree passes by, increase the overlay
link’ weight with hxy ∗ (h − 1) (where h is the overlay link’s original weight and hxy
is the maximal permitted overlay path length) in GT O .
7. For each of the other overlay links of GT O , if it physically shares x hops with
the spanning tree, increase the link weight with (x-1)*h.
8. update each node’s residual degree constraint by di with its increased node
degree.
9. Repeat Step 5, 6, 7, and 8 till each overlay nodes meets its degree constraint
dm .

Based on above algorithm description, we can see that for each step, each new
minimum spanning tree’s links will have least overlap with the existing overlay
links. We believe this approach can increase the overlay link path diversity and
provide good connectivity under link failure or service degradation. Suppose
the average number of hops in the IP paths is h. The computational complexity
of the algorithm is O(Vp3 + Vo3 ∗ h2 ∗ dm ), which is a little higher than the above
approaches. As our focus is the overlay topologies for overlay service networks,
which may again serve large number of overlay applications, we believe the
increased complexity is marginal if the service performance can be increased.

5.2 Heuristic 2 - Topology-aware K Random Connection
The goal of overlay topology construction is to provide more feasible IP-layer
disjoints paths connecting each pair of overlay nodes. If each overlay nodes’
adjacent overlay links are disjoint with each other, there will be high IPlayer diversity in an overlay topology so that the overlay network can provide
resilient routing service to each pair of the overlay nodes. Based on this idea,
the second heuristic solution follows the steps enumerated in Algorithm 2. The
algorithm’s computing complexity is O(Vp3 + Vo2 ∗ h2 ), while h is the average
length in terms of number of hops in the IP-layer path between any two nodes
in the IP topology.
Comparing to Algorithm 1, we can observe that Algorithm 2 does not require each overlay node to maintain overlay full mesh topology information.
11

Algorithm 2
1. Connect all the overlay nodes into a temporary full-mesh topology GT O .
2. Initialize each overlay links’ weight in GT O as the number of hops the
corresponding IP path passes by.
3. Initialize the resulting overlay topology GO with 0 overlay link.
4. Initialize the node degree constraint as di
5. Find a minimum spanning tree under node degree constraint di based on
GT O connecting all the overlay nodes.
6. Add the overlay links in the minimum spanning tree to GO .
7. update each node’s residual degree constraint by di with its increased node
degree.
8. For each overlay node, vo
9.
For each of its residual outgoing capacity di
10.
Among all its adjacent overlay links in GT O , pick up one with maximal
disjoint (in terms of IP layer links) with its existing adjacent overlay links in GO .

In contrast, each overlay node only needs to maintain the path performance
information to other overlay nodes. As a result, this approach will incur less
information exchange overhead and can quickly adapt to the dynamic network
performance change.
Both of the above two heuristic methods try to improve overlay link IP-layer
path diversity by utilizing IP-layer information. Even though it can incur
extra overhead comparing to those IP-layer oblivious approaches, as overlay
service networks server large number of overlay applications, we believe that
the overhead is marginal comparing the performance gains.

6

Performance Study

6.1 Network Model and Simulation Setup
The simulations are performed on top of two IP-layer topologies: a real ISP
topology (an intra-AS topology) and a random topology generated by GTITM[2]. The ISP topology we used is a router-level topology with 172 nodes
and 763 links published by Rocketfuel [29]. The random topology is Waxman topology[32] generated by GT-ITM[2], which is composed of 200 nodes
and connected by 411 links. GT-ITM uses the following approach to generate
a sample topology. Network nodes are randomly chosen in a square (α∗α)
grid. An IP-layer link exists between the nodes u and v with the probabil2
ity P (u, v) = a∗e−d(u,v)/(b∗α ) , where d(u,v) is geometric distance between u
and v, a and b are constants that are less than 1. In the simulation, we take
a = 0.03 and α = 200. All the IP-layer link delays are uniformly set as 2ms. For
IP-layer, we assume it always uses the shortest path based routing protocol:
12

link-state based routing protocol.
For each overlay node, we randomly attach it to one of the physical nodes.
During the simulation, we vary the number of overlay nodes and ratio of
failure links and obtain simulation results for different performance metrics.
In reality, a “link failure” can mean either an IP-layer link is really broken or
a link does not meet overlay service users’ QoS requirement, such as delay,
bandwidth, etc.
During the simulation, the overlay nodes are connected via one of the following
overlay topology construction methods:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Full Mesh (FM).
K Random Connection (KRC).
Mesh-Tree (MT).
K Minimum Spanning Tree (KMST).
Adjacent Connection (AC).
Topology-aware K Minimum Spanning Tree (TKMST).
Topology-aware K Connection (TKC).

For a fair comparison of different methods’ and meet node degree constraints
(dm ), we add the following step to MT, KMST and AC’s topology construction algorithm: if an overlay nodes’s degree exceed dm in the resulting overlay
topology, we will only keep the dm closest neighboring overlay nodes. For comparison, we will also show the simulation results on top of full mesh topologies,
which are the best performance an overlay network can provide.
During the simulation, we assume that the overlay networks can detect and recover the IP-layer path failures by using the following mechanism. The overlay
routing uses Link-state based on-demand routing approach as used in RON. To
provide the overlay paths with the least failover time to users, we assume that
each overlay node has the global topology information as well as the up-todate overlay link performance information based on link-state based routing
protocol. Thus, the overlay service networks can quickly provide an overlay
path connecting to the destination overlay node whenever a fault is detected in
an application’s default Internet path. To achieve this, it requires each overlay
node to continuously monitor the performance of its adjacent overlay links. In
addition, each node also sends the monitoring results to all the other overlay
nodes. As a result, the overlay routing overhead not only includes the performance probing traffic but also sending and receiving the link-state message
traffic. Suppose an overlay network has n nodes and average node degree is
dm , the overall overlay routing traffic overhead is n∗dm *(number of probing
messages) plus n ∗ (n − 1)∗(number of link state messages). The overhead is
directly related to the number of average overlay node degree.
During the simulation, we mainly focus on the following two performance
13

metrics:
(1) Failure Recovery Ratio
When an application’s default IP-layer path fails or if service performance degrades, resilient routing service overlay should be able to forward
the data traffic to the traffic destinations via overlay paths. The failure
recovery ratio is an important metric to evaluate the overlay network’s
service performance. Without further explanation, we assume that the
overlay applications (the users of overlay networks) co-exist with overlay
nodes and the applications’ traffic sources and destinations are restricted
to only the overlay nodes. If an IP-layer path connecting two overlay
nodes fails, the source overlay node will always try to use the overlay
to provide an overlay path connecting to the destination overlay node
for the overlay applications. The failure recovery ratio can be defined as
follows.
Failure Recovery Ratio
um. of recovered f ailure paths via overlay
= N um.Nof
f ailed IP −layer paths between overlay nodes
(2) Recovery Path Hop Penalty (Path Delay Penalty) During simulation, we assume that the IP-layer routing protocol always takes the
shortest paths connecting the source and destination pairs. This means
that the recovered overlay paths may will take higher number of IP-layer
paths comparing to the default IP-layer paths. Longer IP-layer path could
mean that the path has longer latency or consumes additional network resources. In reality, the IP-layer inter-AS (autonomous system) path is determined by each AS’s routing policies, which may result in non-shortest
path. In this case, the recovered overlay path may be shorter than the
corresponding IP-layer paths. We use recovery path hop penalty to quantify an overlay paths’ IP-layer distance compared to the original IP-layer
path.
Recovery Path Hop Penalty
N um. of hops in recovered path via overlay
= N um. of
hops in the corresponding f ailed IP −layer path
During the simulation, we vary the following variables: number of overlay
nodes (overlay network size), IP-layer network size, IP-layer link failure ratio,
overlay topology construction method. For each simulation scenario setup,
we run the simulator for 1000 times and obtain the average value for each
performance metric.

6.2 The Effect of Node Degree

We first investigate the different topology construction methods’ performance
variations with respect to the different values of node degree constraint dm . We
use different topology construction methods to connect 80 randomly selected
14

overlay nodes on top of the ISP topology and an overlay network with 100
overlay nodes on top of the random topology. We fix the IP layer link failure
ratio as 0.02, vary the value of degree constraint (dm ) and obtain the average
simulation results for each performance metrics.
The Path Failure Recovery Ratio for the candidate overlay topologies is shown
in Figure 6. From the figure, we can observe that the performance comparison among these methods has the same trend on top of the two IP-layer
topologies (ISP and random). TKMST and TKC perform better than the rest
topology construction methods. MT (Mesh Tree) performs the worst among
all the candidate methods. AC (Adjacent connection) method performs worse
than KRC (K Random Connection) under degree constraint. TKMST performs better than TKC, both of which can provide similar performance as
the full mesh topology (without node degree constraint). When varying the
value of node degree constraint (dm ), we observe that with the increase in
dm , the path failure recovery performance increases in the beginning and the
performance gain dimmishes after the node degree is above certain threshold.
Based on these results, we can conclude that careful design of the overlay network topology can greatly decrease the overlay network monitoring overhead
without degrading the service performance.
Figure 7 shows the Recovery Path Hop Penalty for different overlay topology
construction methods with the variance of dm . From the results, we can observe
that the TKMST has least penalty cost comparing to KMST, AC, TKC, KR
and MT while MT (mesh tree) method has the maximum path penalty cost.
The full mesh topologies’ average Recovery Path Hop Penalty is around 1.2,
which is less than the other approaches. An obvious trend we observe is that
the recovery path hop penalty decreases with the increase in the node degree.
With fixed node degree of 8, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
path recovery penalty distribution is shown as in Figure 8. In Figure 8, the
Y-axis is the CDF number of recovery paths in terms of path penalty. From
the figure, we observe that the different methods’ performance is consistent
under different path penalty constraint (or overlay path length constraint,
hxy ). The results show that most paths’ recovery path penalty is less than 1.5.
In addition, TKMST, KMST and TKC can provide most recovery paths with
less path penalty than other methods while providing higher failure recovery
ratio as discussed above.

6.3 The Effect of Overlay Network Size

In this section, we investigate whether the results discussed so far are consistent with respect to the overlay network size. With fixed node degree constraint
of 6 and IP layer link failure ratio is 0.02, we vary the sizes of overlay networks
15
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Fig. 8. Distribution of Path Recovery Penalty (Real ISP Topology & Random Topology)

and obtain the simulation results as shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10. From
the figures, we observe that the performance comparison among the candidate
topologies remains the same as described in previous sections. In addition, the
recovery path penalty drops with the increase in the overlay network size while
the failure recovery ratio more or less remains stable. This is because when
the number of nodes increases, more IP-layer paths connecting these nodes
will be affected during failure occurs. As a result, because we restrict the
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overlay applications’ source and destination nodes to the overlay nodes, the
increase in the overlay network size cannot increase failure recovery ratio very
much. However, larger size overlay network can benefit more overlay service
customers, as shown in Figure 11. In this figure, the source and destination
overlay nodes of the overlay applications can be any node in the IP topology as
comparing to only the overlay nodes as the setup for other simulation results.
As a result, the failure recovery ratio is all the IP-layer nodes’ failure recovery
ratio (not only the overlay nodes’).
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Fig. 9. Overlay Network Size vs. Failure Recovery Ratio (Real ISP Topology &
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6.4 The Effect IP-Layer Link Failure Ratio
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In this section, we will focus on IP-layer link failure ratios’ impact on the
performance comparison among all the candidate overlay topologies. For the
ISP topology, we fix all the overlay topologies with 80 nodes and degree constraint (dm ) as 6. For the random topology, all the overlay topologies have 100
nodes with degree constraint (dm ) as 6. The simulation results are shown in
Figure 12 and Figure 13. The results prove that the performance comparison
is not changed with the increase in the IP-layer link failure ratio. When IP
link failure ratio increases, failure recovery ratios gradually decrease and recovery path hop penalties increase for all the candidate topologies. Moreover,
performance gaps between different methods become larger as we increase
the IP link failure ratio. We also observe from the figure that MT’s failure
recovery ratio drops much faster than other approaches. This is due to the
topological characteristics of mesh tree topology construction method. As the
mesh links are set up between uncle-nephew or grandfather-grandson nodes,
these links will more or less share the same group of IP-layer ”risk” links with
the minimum spanning tree. As a result, when the number of failure links are
increased, there will be higher chance that the overlay topologies will also loss
connection and can not provide desirable failure recovery performance.
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Fig. 12. IP Link Failure Ratio vs. Failure Recovery Ratio (Real ISP Topology &
Random Topology)

6.5 Effect of Physical Network Size
To show that the stability of the performance comparisons with respect to different sizes of IP layer topologies, we pick two other random topologies with
size 100 and 500 which are generated by GT-ITM using the same method as
discussed above. For the first experiment, we fix the degree constraint (dm ) as
4 and 6, the overlay size as 50, and the IP-layer link failure ratio as 0.05. For
the second case, we fix the overlay network size as half size of the corresponding IP layer topology. The failure recovery ratio for the different simulation
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setups is shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15. The results prove that the previous
performance comparisons among different methods are consistent with different sizes of IP layer topology and the different ratios between overlay network
size and IP Network. That is, TKMST and TKC show similar performance as
Full Mesh (FM) and better than the rest candidate overlay topologies while
MT performs the worst among all the candidate overlay topologies based on
the simulation setup.
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6.6 Summary of Results
From the above simulation results, we can draw the following conclusions.
(1) The performance of overlay routing service highly depends on
the construction of overlay topologies. It is very important to carefully select an overlay topology when designing an overlay network. The
two proposed new approaches (TKMST and TKC) perform better than
existing candidate topologies in terms of failure recovery ratio and recovery path hop penalty. The performance comparison among all the candidate topologies scales to physical network size, overlay network size, and
IP layer link failure ratio.
(2) IP-layer topology aware based overlay topology can achieve better performance in providing resilient routing service. Among the
simulated topologies, adjacent connection (AC), topology-aware K spanning tree (TKMST) and topology-aware K-connection (TKC) are IPlayer connectivity-aware overlay topology construction methods. These
approaches consider the IP-layer topology (or path information) when
constructing the overlay topology. The resulting overlay topologies can
always provide us with similar performance as that of full mesh and higher
failure recovery ratio compared to the other methods. At the same time,
they incur moderate path recovery penalty and routing overhead.
(3) Mesh tree is not a good choice as an overlay service topology.
Even though the mesh-tree topology can provide us good resilience service
when considering overlay multicast protocols, its performance in general
overlay service network (providing generic routing services to other applications) is not good. For example, it provides the lowest average failure
recovery ratio among all the candidate approaches even though it incurs similar routing traffic overhead (same node degree constraint) as the
other approaches.

7

Related Work

There has been a moderate amount of work in the area of overlay networks.
The effort on application-specific overlay networks has targeted on widely usable applications such as multicasting[13,34,19,12,8,28] and peer-to-peer file
sharing[30][27][1]. Several other work has been dedicated to proposing a general overlay service networks that can be used to provide value-added service for a variety of application-layer services, such as QRON[21], SON[15],
Opus[10], YOID[17], OverQoS[31]. Another research effort is the Planet-lab[3]
whose goal is to build a global testbed for developing and accessing new network services. It not only utilizes overlay network technique to provide service
20

but also provides overlay networks with a desirable test platform. X-Bone[5]
is a system for the automated deployment of overlay networks. It operates at
the IP-layer and bases on IP tunnel technique. The main focus is to manage
and allocate overlay links and router resource to different overlays and avoid
resource contention among the overlays.
Resilient Overlay Network (RON)[6] is closely related to this paper. It is proposed to quickly detect and recover path outages and degraded performance.
RON can better cope with the inter-domain path re-convergence problem than
border gateway protocol (BGP), which usually takes longer time to converge
to a new valid route. A similar work was proposed in [35], which is based
on, a prefix based routing approach, Tapestry[36]. It provides resilient overlay
routing services by dynamically switching traffic to pre-computed alternate
routes. In addition, the messages can be duplicated and multicasted around
the network congestion and failure hotpots with rapid re-convergence to drop
duplicates. Reference [25] and [18] deal with dynamic topology construction
to adapt to network dynamics.
The inter-domain topology’s impact on routing performance and the process of
delayed Internet routing process is examined in [20]. In [26], the authors characterize the real and generated physical topologies. Their focus is the difference between generated topologies and real Internet topologies. The physical
topologies’ impact on four different multicast design issues were also studied
in this paper. In [24], the authors use a game-theoretic approach to investigate the performance of selfish-based routing (overlay routing or source based
routing) in Internet-like environments.

8

Conclusions

In this paper, we formalized the overlay topology construction problem and investigated the effect of overlay topology on the performance of overlay routing
service. The contribution of this paper is two-folds. First, we conducted extensive simulation studies of different overlay topologies’ performance in terms
of failure recovery ratio and recovery path hop penalty. The results show
that the performance of the candidate overlay topologies differ a lot, and it is
necessary to carefully design overlay topologies when constructing overlay networks. Second, we proposed two new overlay topology construction methods:
Topology-aware K Minimum Spanning-Tree (TKMST) and Topology-aware
K Connection (TKC). The simulation results show that these two methods
outperformed other existing approaches. In addition, it is observed that the
underlying IP-layer network information can benefit a lot in constructing efficient overlay topologies.
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For the future work, we will focus on investigating how we can optimally select
overlay links with best performance in addition to ”topology-aware” approach.
Another part of future work is to conduct large scale simulation to verify the
different overlay topologies’ performance on top of the real Internet inter-AS
topology.
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